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Conflict Update # 63 

May 18th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces are continuing to 

inflict air and artillery strikes on the 

Azovstal Steel Plant, indicating that a 

remnant of Ukrainian defense is still in 

the plant despite evacuations over the 

last few days. 

Russian occupying authorities are 

reportedly planning to level the 

Azovstal Steel Plant after completing 

its capture, which directly undermines 

the large strategic economic 

importance of capturing the plant.  

Russian forces continued to 

prepare for an assault on 

Severodonetsk and intensified 

operations around Lyman.  

Russian forces continued to 

prioritize holding positions around 

the Russian border to prevent further 

Ukrainian advances north of Kharkiv 

City and will likely continue to do so at 

the expense of deploying additional 

reinforcements to other axes of 

advance.  

Russian troops focused on 

maintaining their positions on the 

Southern Axis and on conducting 

rocket, missile, and artillery strikes 

along the frontline. 

Subordinate Main Effort—

Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, 

Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces did not advance south of Izyum on May 18. Ukrainian General Staff reported that 

they used drones, rockets, and artillery units to support an unsuccessful offensive on Dovhenke - a settlement 

approximately 30 kilometers south of Izyum. They are likely aiming to secure access to the Izyum-Slovyansk highway east 
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of the settlement to resume the 

offensive on Donbas. A satellite image 

from May 12 released yesterday 

showed a sunken Russian pontoon 

bridge approximately seven kilometers 

southwest of Izyum, which had been 

previously used by Russian forces to 

transport heavy artillery in April. 

Ukrainian forces could have damaged 

the pontoon bridge given that they had 

previously destroyed two bridges in the 

same location on March 27. Damage to 

the bridge may be hindering Russian 

drives on Barvinkove southwest of 

Izyum, although Russian possession of 

the major highways in the area might 

be sufficient to support their current 

level of operations. Russian forces 

intensified offensive operations in the 

area of Lyman, likely to gain foothold 

west of the Siverskyi Donets river. 

Russian forces intensified shelling and 

conducted unsuccessful offensive 

operations near Popasna in 

preparation for the Battle of 

Severodonetsk. Ukrainian General Staff 

reported that they attempted to 

advance southwest and north of 

Popasna, but could not seize access to 

highways to Bahmut and Lysychansk. 

Luhansk Oblast Administration Head Serhiy Haidai said that Russian forces are increasing aviation support for ground 

troops in Luhansk Oblast. 

Russian forces continued a line of unsuccessful ground assaults in an effort to advance to Slovyansk and Zaporizhia City. 

They and artillery were the most active in the settlements east of Avdiivka, but did not secure any territorial gains. Russian 

military Telegram channels criticized the functioning of the Russian reconnaissance-strike complex (used to identify and 

attack targets), on the grounds that its centralized approval system hinders Russian artillery from striking Ukrainian 

positions in time because of delays in securing approval to fire from higher command echelons. 

Supporting Effort #1—Mariupol - Russian forces continued to conduct air and artillery strikes against the remaining 

Ukrainian defenders in the Azovstal Steel Plant on May 18. The Russian Ministry of Defense stated that 694 Ukrainian 

servicemen surrendered to Russian forces between May 17 to 18 and claimed that nearly 1,000 had surrendered in all 

since evacuations began (see below). Leader of the Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) Denis Pushilin claimed that all the 

high-ranking Ukrainian commanders have not yet left the plant. ISW cannot independently confirm that Ukrainian 

servicemen remain in Azovstal, but continued Russian air and artillery strikes make it highly likely that there are still some 

Ukrainian troops in the plant. 
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Russian authorities continued occupation activities in Mariupol. DNR head Pushilin held a press tour in Mariupol and 

stated that the DNR intends to fully restore Mariupol and turn it into a “resort town.”  The Mariupol City Council notably 

stated that DNR authorities are planning to destroy the Azovstal Plant. Occupation authorities also hosted a “high 

delegation” from Chechnya and promised close cooperation with the Chechen Republic, possibly in recognition of the 

role Chechen forces played in seizing the city, since there is no other obvious reason why Mariupol should cooperate 

closely with Chechnya. 

Port authorities continued to prepare the Port of Mariupol for grain, metal, and clay exports under the supervision of a 

former head of the Russian Yeisk seaport, indicating administrative focus on continued integration into the Russian 

economy of such portions of the Mariupol economy as Russia has not yet completely destroyed or announced its 

intention of destroying.  

Supporting Effort #2—Kharkiv City - Russian 

forces continued efforts to prevent a further 

northward advance of the on-going Ukrainian 

counteroffensive around Kharkiv City on May 18. 

Ukrainian General Staff stated that Ukrainian 

troops took control of Dementievka, about 10 

kilometers south of Russian border, and that 

Russian forces are fighting in Ternova, 5 kilometers 

south of the Russian border.  

Russian forces additionally shelled the northern 

part of Kharkiv City, indicating that they still have 

control of the highway to Belgorod in a manner 

than allows them to inflict artillery damage on the 

northern suburbs of Kharkiv despite pressure 

generated by the Ukrainian counteroffensive.  

Their troops north of Kharkiv City will likely 

continue to prioritize holding positions in Ukraine 

away from the international border at the expense 

of deploying additional reinforcements to Donbas. 

Supporting Effort #3 - Russian forces did not 

conduct any ground assaults in southern Ukraine 

and carried out shelling and reconnaissance of 

Ukrainian positions. Zaporizhia Oblast Military 

Administration noted that Russian forces began 

reinforcing for an offensive from the southeast on 

Orikhiv—a settlement approximately 80 kilometers 

from Zaporizhia City. The Ukrainian Southern 

Operational Command reported opposing forces 

are fortifying in depth in Kherson and Mykolaiv Oblasts. 

Ukrainian forces reportedly destroyed two Russian ammunition depots in northern Kherson Oblast on May 17, including 

one near Chornobaivka just north of Kherson City, according to the Ukrainian Southern Operational Command. Russian 

forces launched missile strikes on Odesa and Mykolaiv Oblasts on May 18. The situation in Transnistria did not change. 
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Immediate items to watch 

• Russian forces will likely complete their withdrawal from the vicinity of Kharkiv City but attempt to hold a line 

west of Vovchansk to defend their GLOCs from Belgorod to Izyum. It is unclear if they will succeed. 

• The Russians will continue efforts to encircle Severodonetsk and Lysychansk at least from the south, possibly by 

focusing on cutting off the last highway connecting Severodonetsk-Lysychansk with the rest of Ukraine. 

• Russia might attempt to annex part of Zaporizhia Oblast to profit off the Zaporizhia Nuclear Power Plant. 

• The Russians will continue to launch artillery and missile strikes on the Azovstal Steel Plant to target Mariupol 

defenders that refused to surrender. 

Nearly 1,000 Ukrainians have surrendered at Mariupol's steel factory - In news from the Ukrainian city of 

Mariupol, the Russian military says nearly 1,000 Ukrainian fighters surrendered in total this week at the Azovstal steel 

plant, where they had been holed up for weeks. Ukraine has not confirmed the numbers. The fighters who surrendered 

include members of the far-right Azov Battalion. Ukrainian officials have called for a prisoner swap, but some Russian 

politicians are calling for the soldiers to be put on trial or executed. 

The Ukrainian fighters who emerged from the ruined Azovstal steelworks after being ordered by their military to abandon 

the last stronghold of resistance in the now-flattened port city face an uncertain fate. Some were taken by the Russians 

to a former penal colony in territory controlled by Moscow-backed separatists. 

While Ukraine said it hopes to get the soldiers back in a prisoner swap, Russia threatened to put some of them on trial 

for war crimes. 

Amnesty International said the Red Cross should be given immediate access to the fighters. Denis Krivosheev, Amnesty’s 

deputy director for the region, cited lawless executions allegedly carried out by Russian forces in Ukraine and said the 

Azovstal defenders “must not meet the same fate.” 

Russia uses new generation of laser weapons in Ukraine - Russia today said it was using a new generation of 

powerful laser weapons in Ukraine to burn up drones, deploying some of Moscow's secret weapons to counter a flood 

of Western arms supplied to its former Soviet neighbour. 

Little is known about the specifics of the new laser weapons. Putin mentioned one called Peresvet, named after a 

medieval Orthodox warrior monk Alexander Peresvet who perished in mortal combat. 

Yury Borisov, the deputy prime minister in charge of military development, told a conference in Moscow that Peresvet 

was already being widely deployed and it could blind satellites up to 1,500 km above Earth. 

Ukraine says Russian troops bolstering defenses to hold gains in east, south - The war with Russia is entering 

“a protracted phase,” Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksiy Reznikov said Tuesday, with Moscow’s troops now trying to 

take full control of the east and south of the country. 

“Russia is preparing for a long-term military operation,” Reznikov told European Union defense ministers and NATO 

Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg. 

Point to consider – Given Russia’s pattern of breaking agreements, are they locking down to annex the southern 

Ukrainian provinces into Russia, and then doing a re-set in order to once again try to invade western Ukraine? 

Peace Talks 

Ukraine-Russia Talks Collapse; European Leaders Push for Ceasefire - The New York Times reports talks to end 
the war in Ukraine have collapsed, with Russian and Ukrainian negotiators further apart from an agreement than at any 
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other point during the war. Russia claims Ukraine still has not responded to a draft peace agreement it submitted on 
April 15. The Times reports Ukraine has been bolstered by a flood of weapons from the United States and its allies. The 
U.S. Senate is expected to vote today to approve an additional $40 billion in military and economic aid to Ukraine. 

Meanwhile, leaders of France, Germany and Italy are publicly calling for negotiations to end the war. On Friday, German 
Chancellor Olaf Scholz wrote on Twitter, “There must be a ceasefire in Ukraine as quickly as possible.” Scholz made the 
comment after a call with Russian President Vladimir Putin. Last week French President Emmanuel Macron told the 
European Parliament that Europe’s duty should be to achieve a ceasefire, not wage war with Russia. Italian Prime Minister 
Mario Draghi has also embraced pushing for negotiations to reach a ceasefire. 

Putin 

An Anti-War Underground Emerges in Russia – Since Putin launched his expanded invasion of Ukraine on February 

24, fires at military bases and train accidents inside the Russian Federation have increased, military draft offices have 

been set aflame there, and draft resistance has spiked, as have cases in which soldiers in uniform are refusing to obey 

orders to deploy to Ukraine.  

Telephone bomb threats have become more frequent throughout the country, and hackers have posted anti-war 

messages on Kremlin propaganda sites. Taken together, those developments have led the Ekho Kavkaza portal to 

conclude that “anti-war protest in Russia” has acquired a powerful, new “underground” dimension, with many Russians 

opposed to what Putin is doing evidently prepared to take far more radical actions than in the past. This trend is 

prompting new crackdowns by authorities. 

Like the continuing public protests against the war, which marred the May 9 Victory Day last week, “underground” events 

appear not to have any single controlling center; moreover, at least some may be taking place for reasons other than to 

protest the war. Fires at military bases and oil depots in Russia continue to be described as “mysterious” rather than 

assumed to be the work of anti-war activists or Ukrainian special forces. But enough of the actions obviously are intended 

to send an anti-war message. And at a minimum, they are viewed as such by the Russian authorities, who are taking steps 

to clamp down hard. These merit attention as an indication of just how opposed some Russians are to the war and how 

many risks they are prepared to take in the current repressive climate to demonstrate that opposition. 

Perhaps the most widely visible underground activity of this sort has been the hacking of pro-Kremlin media sites, briefly 

in the last week anti-war messages were posted for all to see. The authorities quickly took them down but so far have 

not been able to track down and arrest all those responsible. Graffiti artists have taken to the streets to leave anti-war 

messages on the walls of buildings.  

More dramatic but less widespread in impact have been fire bombings of about a dozen military commissariats, where 

the Russian military draft is carried out, and attacking them is clearly intended to make the conduct of that operation 

more difficult as well as to protest the war. Many of these incidents, such as the firebombing of a commissariat in 

Volgograd on May 15, occur far from Moscow and seldom receive much coverage beyond local media.  

Two more serious forms of protest against Putin’s war in Ukraine that may fall into this broader category are draft 

resistance and the refusal of personnel already in service to obey orders to be sent to the front lines to fight. The incidence 

of both has increased since February 24; Ukrainian officials claim that, combined, they amount to 7,000 Russians, while 

Russian sources document fewer cases but offer numbers still in the hundreds. Many young Russians do not want to 

serve in the military—and not only because of Ukraine. They see conscription as an unfair burden on them that delays 

the launch of their careers. Yet at least some of those seeking the assistance of draft resistance groups are doing so 

because of the war in Ukraine and fears that they may be sent there despite Putin’s promises to the contrary.  
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Putin’s Nightmare: The Russian Military Still Can’t Win In Eastern Ukraine - The Russian military continues to 

suffer heavy losses, having lost almost 29,000 troops killed in action, according to the Ukrainian Ministry of Defense, who 

claimed that as of today, approximately 28,300 Russian troops have been killed in action (and wounded approximately 

thrice that number), destroyed 202 fighter, attack, and transport jets, 167 attack and transport helicopters, 1,251 tanks, 

586 artillery pieces, 3,043 armored personnel carriers, 199 Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS), 13 boats and cutters, 

2,137 vehicles and fuel tanks, 91 anti-aircraft batteries, 441 unmanned aerial systems, 43 special equipment platforms, 

such as bridging vehicles, and four mobile Iskander ballistic missile systems, and 102 cruise missiles shot down by the 

Ukrainian air defenses. 

As is always the case, official numbers are open to interpretation. The Ukrainian government has a vested interest in 

overestimating Russian casualties. But the Ukrainian claims are corroborated by independent open-source research and 

even by Western military and intelligence services.  

For example, the Oryx open-source tracking website has independently and visually verified the destruction of hundreds 

of Russian tanks, armored personnel carriers, and infantry fighting vehicles. Although not the same, the Oryx and official 

Ukrainian figures aren’t that far off from each other. 

On day 84 of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Russia continues to search for a breakthrough in eastern Ukraine. 

Meanwhile, the Ukrainian military persists with limited counterattacks in an attempt to frustrate the renewed Russian 

offensive. 

It appears Russia has come to the conclusion that it cannot prevail in its war in the eastern part of Ukraine. It is now 

hunkering down in what appears to be an effort to solidify control of the areas where it is in control, then pushing to 

annex these territories into Russia proper. 

But advances on all major battlefields seem bogged down, with Ukrainian forces, keenly aware of Russian intentions, 

pushing hard to limit any loss of territory. 

Containment 

US Re-opens Embassy in Kyiv - In a sign of normalcy returning to Kyiv, the U.S. Embassy reopened on Wednesday, 

one month after Russian forces abandoned their bid to seize the capital and three months after the outpost was closed. 

A dozen embassy employees watched solemnly as the American flag was raised. 

“The Ukrainian people, with our security assistance, have defended their homeland in the face of Russia’s unconscionable 

invasion, and, as a result, the Stars and Stripes are flying over the Embassy once again,“ Secretary of State Antony Blinken 

said in a statement. Other Western countries have been reopening their embassies in Kyiv as well. 

Germany to give Czechs tanks so it could provide more weapons to Ukraine — The Czech Republic will 

receive tanks donated by Germany as the country passes its stocks of Soviet weaponry to Ukraine. Meanwhile 

a Russian soldier pleaded guilty to killing an unarmed civilian.  

Germany would donate 15 tanks to the Czech armed forces. It is part of a program under which Berlin aimed 

to help countries pass their stocks of Soviet weaponry to Ukraine. 

"The exchange is another good example of how we are helping Ukraine in its brave fight against Russian 

aggression," Defense Minister Christine Lambrecht said. 

Czech Defense Minister Jana Cernochova said the move showed Germany's appreciation of her country's 

military help to Ukraine. The Czechs have given Ukraine Soviet-era heavy weapons worth at least $130 million 
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(€124 million). Prague has not disclosed the exact equipment, though local media reports suggest it had sent 

Soviet-made T-72 tanks and other heavy technology to Ukraine. The Czech Republic also talked to Germany 

about purchasing up to 50 more new Leopard A7+ tanks. 

EU proposes up to €9 billion in more aid to Ukraine - European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen 

has proposed extra aid to Ukraine this year of up to nine billion euros ($9.5 billion). 

Speaking in a broadcast statement, von der Leyen said the fund would help the country cope with the ravages 

of war. The Commission president said it was time to think about rebuilding Ukraine whenever the war ends. 

She added that the EU had "a strategic interest in leading this reconstruction effort". 

Speaking in a broadcast statement, von der Leyen said the EU also intends to mobilize up to €300 billion of 

investment by 2030 to end the bloc's reliance on Russian oil and gas. 

The investments will include €10 billion for gas infrastructure, €2 billion for oil, and the rest for clean energy, 

von der Leyen told reporters. 

G7 ministers meet to discuss finance for Ukraine - The finance ministers of the Group of Seven leading 

economies are meeting in Germany to discuss short-term aid to stabilize the Ukrainian national budget. 

It's believed that the country needs some €5 billion of assistance for an initial period of three months. The 

consultations beginning on Wednesday near the western city of Bonn are to be attended by central bank 

governors and some experts. A joint declaration is planned for Friday. 

US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen on Tuesday said the European Union was likely to make significant financial 

contributions to keep Ukraine going. Yellen added that she hoped other G7 members like Britain, Canada and 

Japan would also step up. 

F-35 Lighting II – The Most Undetectable Aircraft (Russia’s Nightmare) - The world is starting to become 

more interested in stealth fighters such as the Su-57, J-20, FC-31 whilst new models like the Su-75 and NGAD 

are certainly interesting. But the F-35 truly delivers: the Lighting II is touted as one of the most undetectable 

aircraft to ever take to the skies. The effectiveness of the fifth-generation fighter jet largely hinges on its stealth 

capabilities. 

In an era of advanced air-defense and radar technology, and with near-peer adversaries with advanced military 

capability, such as China and Russia, every “ounce” of stealth is necessary for the F-35 to survive in a contested 

air space. The U.S. Air Force literally paints its fifth-generation aircraft by hand to achieve that. 

Every F-35 Lighting II comes with a special coat of paint. It is important to note that stealth doesn’t mean 

invisible. Rather, stealth makes it harder for enemy radar to see and track an aircraft. The aircraft itself is still 

visible to the naked eye. 

Geopolitics 

U.S. Eases Venezuela Oil Sanctions - The U.S. Treasury Department has eased some sanctions on Venezuela’s oil 

industry as part of an effort to increase oil supplies to Europe. Bloomberg reports the agreement could also eventually 

lead to the U.S.-based company Chevron resuming operations in Venezuela. The announcement comes just over two 
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months after the Biden administration sent senior officials to Caracas. U.S. officials say the sanctions were lifted to 

promote talks between the government of Nicolás Maduro and opposition leaders. 

Putin Opens Pandora’s Box for Russian Regionalism - At an April 26 meeting in the Kremlin with UN Secretary 

General António Guterres, President Vladimir Putin defended the “independence” of the Donetsk and Luhansk “people’s 

republics” in Ukraine’s Donbas. In referring to these puppet formations, backed near-exclusively by Russia’s military and 

financial support, Putin uttered a remarkable phrase: “One or another territory of any state is not obliged to apply for 

permission to declare its sovereignty to the central authorities of the country.” The Russian leader said something similar 

following the illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014; but in a dialogue with the UN secretary general, Putin’s statement was 

especially noteworthy. He appealed to the fact that, in 2010, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) effectively accepted 

the recognition of Kosovo’s independence, although the Serbian authorities opposed it. At that time, Russia also refused 

to recognize the independence of Kosovo, but now Moscow appears ready to manipulate this precedent for its own 

interests. 

The ICJ based its 2010 Kosovo ruling on “exceptional circumstances”—in light of the ethnic cleansing carried out in this 

autonomous region by Slobodan Milošević’s regime, his continued rule in Serbia would only lead to an aggravation of the 

conflict. However, this precedent has in no way ever applied to the Ukrainian situation, either in Crimea or Donbas. The 

Ukrainian authorities have never suppressed Russians on an ethnic basis; so Putin’s analogy lacks legitimacy. 

In truth, a contradiction of sorts does exist in the language of the UN Charter between the principles of the territorial 

integrity of states and the right of peoples to self-determination. Putin is playing on this tension, exploiting the self-

determination concept for his own political use. Yet the Kremlin leader’s rhetoric on this topic may have inadvertently 

opened up a Pandora’s Box that could have long-term repercussions for Russia’s regions. One day, they may also demand 

unilateral self-determination, without any consent from the central authorities. And if Putin objects, he will be reminded 

of his own words. 

The Kremlin fears any genuine regional self-government arising in the country. Immediately after coming to power in 

2000, Putin began to dismantle Russian federalism, depriving the regions of any political, economic and cultural rights. 

The name of the unchanging party of power, United Russia, is itself indicative. 

But with the beginning of the 2022 large-scale invasion of Ukraine, Russia’s own internal “unity” has begun to crack. For 

now, the economically plundered ethnic republics like Buryatia or Dagestan continue to send their contract soldiers to 

war because there are few other opportunities for their young people to earn a decent wage. However, the returning 

stream of coffins is already causing social discontent there. And anti-war protests have broken out not only in the national 

republics but also in ethnically Russian regions, such as Pskov Oblast, where about 100 military personnel refused to be 

sent into combat.  

The “Kosovo precedent” is much more applicable not to Ukraine but to Russia itself. As long as the Moscow-centric 

empire persists, its regions will remain colonies without rights, and this problem is fundamentally insoluble within the 

Russian legal framework. The conflict between the imperial center and the regions sometimes erupts unexpectedly. For 

example, in late April, one of the main Kremlin TV propagandists, Vladimir Solovyov, insulted the inhabitants of the Urals, 

accusing them of “anti-patriotism.” The local authorities and the opposition united together in condemning Slovyov’s 

insolent remarks.  

Humanitarian 

Russian soldier pleads guilty at Ukraine war crimes trial - A 21-year-old Russian soldier facing the first war crimes 

trial since Moscow invaded Ukraine pleaded guilty Wednesday to killing an unarmed civilian. 
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Sgt. Vadim Shishimarin could get life in prison for shooting a 62-year-old Ukrainian man in the head through an open car 

window in the northeastern Sumy region on Feb. 28, four days into the invasion. 

Shishimarin, a captured member of a Russian tank unit, was prosecuted under a section of the Ukrainian criminal code 

that addresses the laws and customs of war. 

Ukrainian Prosecutor General Iryna Venediktova previously said her office was readying war crimes cases against 41 

Russian soldiers for offenses that included bombing civilian infrastructure, killing civilians, rape and looting. 

US sets up conflict monitor on Ukraine - 

The United States has set up a new monitoring 

body to build legal cases against Russia for 

crimes committed during its war against 

Ukraine.  

The State Department says it aims to contribute 

to eventual prosecutions in the domestic courts 

of Ukraine and those of third-party countries, 

plus US courts and other tribunals. The monitor 

would also provide information refuting Russian 

disinformation campaigns. 

Announcing the creation of the Conflict 

Observatory, State Department spokesman Ned 

Price said it would "ensure that crimes committed by Russia's forces are documented and perpetrators are held 

accountable." 

"The program will capture, analyze, and make publicly available open-source information and evidence of atrocities, 

human rights abuses, and harm to civilian infrastructure, including Ukraine's cultural heritage," he said. 

NATO 

Sweden and Finland formally applied to NATO in Brussels on Wednesday - Klaus Korhonen and Axel Wernhoff, 

Finland and Sweden's respective NATO ambassadors, handed the letters to alliance Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg, 

who called the applications "an historic step…at a critical time for our security."  

Austria - Prominent Austrians call for national debate on country's neutrality. A group of prominent Austrians has 

written an open letter urging the country to engage in a "serious, nationwide discussion about the future of Austria's 

security and defense policy." 

They called for this discussion to take place without blinkers. Acknowledging that they themselves were of different 

opinions on specific issues like neutrality and non-alignment, a deeper EU defense policy or Austria joining NATO, they 

said they agreed on one thing: "We are united in the conviction that the status quo of our security policy is not only 

unsustainable, but dangerous for our country," they wrote. 

The group includes military and economic experts, as well as former ambassadors. "We are now unprepared, and this in 

the worst security crisis in Europe since 1945," they wrote. 
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Sanctions 

Russia expels French, Italian, Spanish diplomats - The Russian Foreign Ministry says it is expelling scores of 

diplomats from several European countries in a retaliatory move to their expulsions of Russian diplomatic personnel. 

Moscow said it was expelling 34 "employees of French diplomatic missions" in a tit-for-tat move. 

In a statement, the Russian Foreign Ministry said 27 employees of the Spanish embassy in Moscow and the Spanish 

Consulate General in Saint Petersburg "have been declared personae non-gratae." Meanwhile, ministry spokeswoman 

Maria Zakharova told Russian news agencies that 24 Italian diplomats had also been expelled, also in an apparent 

retaliatory move.  

A diplomatic source told the AFP news agency the French diplomats had been given two weeks to leave the country. The 

announcement comes in response to France kicking out 35 Russians with diplomatic status in April. 

The French Foreign Office said the step had "no legitimate basis." In a statement, it said that "the work of the diplomats 

and staff at [France's] embassy in Russia... takes place fully within the framework of the Vienna Convention on diplomatic 

and consular relations." Paris expelled the Russian staff in April on suspicion of being spies. 

Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi on Wednesday condemned Russia's expulsions of the various nations' diplomats. 

"This is clearly a hostile act," he said. 

Russia faces a full block on dollar bond payments as a key US sanctions waiver is expected to expire — 

putting Moscow closer to a historic default - The Treasury Department is expected to block Russia's ability to pay 

US bondholders, sources told Bloomberg, raising the likelihood of a default.  

Soon after the US imposed sanctions on Russia for its invasion of Ukraine, the Treasury's Office of Foreign Asset Control 

included an exemption for bond payments. 

That allowed investors to continue receiving payments from Moscow via US banks, giving Russia's central bank room 

some breathing space and allowing it to avoid a default. 

But that exemption expires on May 25, and officials aren't expected to renew it. Another source, however, told 

Bloomberg that said no final decision has been made. 

Can Africa replace Russian gas supplies to Europe? - African countries are among those hoping to increase their 

exports of gas to the European Union, after the EU committed to 

reduce its reliance on Russian supplies following the invasion of 

Ukraine.  

Russia's suspension of deliveries to Poland and Bulgaria over their 

refusal to pay in rubles, the Russian currency, was a stark reminder 

of the threat facing the Eurozone. Russia has the largest natural gas 

reserves in the world and is the largest exporter, accounting for 

around 40% of Europe's imports. 

The EU wants to cut supplies by two-thirds by the end of the year 

and become independent of all its fossil fuels by 2030. 

However, energy economist Carole Nakhle says that with the 

combined exports of Africa's big players in the industry - Algeria, 
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Egypt and Nigeria - amounting to less than half of what Russia supplies to Europe, they are "unlikely at the moment to 

compensate for any losses in Russian supplies". 

"The good news is there will be greater interest in countries that already have the resources to replace Russian gas and 

Africa is in a very good position. We're going to see more investment," she says. 

However, this will take time because if various logistical issues in the continent's major exporters. Algeria is well 

positioned to benefit from the EU's shift in energy policy. The North African country is the region's biggest natural gas 

exporter and currently enjoys well developed gas connectivity infrastructure with Europe. 

Impacts 

Food price inflation could hit Africa the hardest - Higher international food prices will have a more aggressive 

impact on African CPI readings than those in advanced economies. This is due to heavier weightings of foodstuffs in CPI 

baskets. But the impact will extend far beyond headline CPI prints: calls for subsidies will either be heeded, putting 

pressure on the fiscus, or disregarded, resulting in social discontent. 

South Africa and Nigeria are taking advantage of commodity price tailwinds to plaster over deep underlying economic 

issues. 

Food prices have trended higher over the past two years, and the war in Ukraine has exacerbated this trend. 

While the cost of essentials has increased, many African countries including South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya and Morocco 

struggle with unemployment rates much higher than pre-pandemic levels. 

Agriculture as a Weapon: Russia’s ‘Second Front’ Against Ukraine - Russia’s war of conquest is being fought on 

multiple fronts. Beyond the conflict’s conventional military aspect and the information war, it has now been found to be 

unlawfully seizing Ukraine’s agricultural goods and machinery. According to Ukrainian officials, the occupying forces have 

already stolen 400,000–500,000 tons of grain; furthermore, the Russian navy is blocking more than 90 million tons of 

cereal exports sitting in Ukrainian seaports. In an attempt to incur maximum damage to Ukraine’s agriculture sector—

one of the central pillars of the Ukrainian economy and a key mainstay of global food security—Russia is pursuing two 

main courses of action. 

First, its invading forces are deliberately destroying agriculture-related infrastructure. Starting from late March, multiple 

Ukrainian cities and regions that play an important role in the country’s agricultural industry suffered massive damage. 

Arguably, Luhansk Oblast—which features some of Ukraine’s most advanced production farms and largest food 

storage/preservation sites—has sustained the worst harm due to the war. Specifically, in Rubezhne, a modern grain 

elevator (capable of storing up to 30,000 tons) was obliterated by a Russian airstrike. The scope of the damage and the 

purposeful devastation of agricultural infrastructure and crops led the current Ukrainian governor of Luhansk Oblast, 

Serhiy Haidai, to contend that Moscow’s main goal is to bring about the repetition of the Holodomor—the Soviet-made 

famine that took place between 1932–1933, resulting in the deaths of millions of Ukrainians.  

Second, Russia is illicitly appropriating Ukrainian foodstuff and farm machinery. Some of these resources (mainly grain) 

Russia then exports abroad. According to Ukrainian and international sources (such as the vessel-tracking intelligence 

platform MarineTraffic), Moscow has tried to ship Ukrainian grain to Egypt; yet after Cairo’s refusal to buy this smuggled 

loot, the cargo was allegedly re-directed to Lebanon and Syria. Later accounts stated that only Syria agreed to accept the 

stolen grain. The Ukrainian side has already warned that any country found to have purchased trafficked foodstuff (or 

any other goods originating from Ukraine) will face serious consequences. 

Russia wants to marginalize Ukraine as a key global supplier of grain and other agricultural commodities. 
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According to Oleksander Perehozuk, of the Leibniz Institute of Agricultural Development in Transition Economies,  

Russia—which became one of the world’s top grain exporters in the last 15 years—wants to solidify its position on the 

global food market by establishing a so-called “Back Sea pool.” The latter initiative, however, can only materialize if Russia 

can establish control over the grain flows coming out of Ukraine as well as Kazakhstan. 

Importantly, if Russia manages to accomplish its plans, it would de facto acquire a near-monopoly on grain supplies to 

African, Middle Eastern and Asian markets. Given the lack of alternative suppliers as well as the extremely low elasticity 

of grain consumption, Russia would, indeed, be able to enjoy almost complete dominance over the rapidly developing 

and demographically booming markets of the developing world. In effect, only Ukrainian agricultural producers currently 

block Russia from achieving this strategic goal. 

Russia is also pursuing grain in its “payment-for-rubles” scheme, which Moscow already introduced against “unfriendly 

countries” when it comes to purchases of Russian hydrocarbons. 

Russia’s use of agriculture as another weapon of aggression against Ukraine threatens to spill over into starvation and 

instability in the Greater Middle East and parts of Sub-Saharan Africa. Such a human tragedy would be fully in line with 

Moscow’s interests as it seeks points of counter-leverage against the West—to force the latter into capitulating on 

Russian sanctions and continued support for Ukraine 

Xi’s Control of Domestic Politics Has Trapped Beijing Over Ukraine - Chinese President Xi Jinping has created a 

strategic predicament for his country’s response to the Russian war on Ukraine. This is not simply a matter of personal 

policy choices he has made as supreme leader. It is an outcome of an increasingly autocratic political system: Policy of 

any sort must serve the interests of the Chinese Communist Party, and the party’s interests are now defined and 

dominated by the concentrated power of the general secretary. The political logic of this regime has produced what an 

eminent Chinese scholar of international relations at Tsinghua University, Yan Xuetong, has recently described as “a 

strategic predicament for China.” 

Widening of War 

Georgia's prime minister and top military officer are visiting NATO HQs today in Brussels - Georgia's top 

military officer discussed Black Sea security and Russia's ongoing invasion in Ukraine, according to Georgian news. 

 


